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+How Much Time to Make an INITIAL 
Fit/No Fit Decision?

6
SECONDS

THE LADDERS: 
http://cdn.theladders.net/static/images/basicSite/p
dfs/TheLadders-EyeTracking-StudyC2.pdf



Are You Going to Make Them Hunt?



Or Are You Going To Make it Easy?



+ How Can You Do This?



ORGANIZEDUNORGANIZED



Eye Tracking – What Section is Most 
Important?
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Result

HOW?  Articulate Using STAR
Describe the situation or 
provide some background 
on your achievement.  
Why did you do it?  Why is 
it important? Responding 
to what problem?

In responding to the 
situation, what task did 
you decide to carry out?

In carrying out the tasks, 
what were some of the 
specific actions you 
took?  Elaborate on 
processes, procedures, 
and methods.

Who benefitted and how? 
What was the impact? 
What were the key 
deliverables, measures, or 
standards?  What was 
your specific 
contribution?



+ Where Do I Start?

TRANSFERABLE SKILLS: Aptitude and 
knowledge acquired throughout your 
professional & personal experiences that 
are applicable to any career



Bloomberg Recruiter Survey: Skills 
Wanted!  



+
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In response to the need 
for a high-throughput 
cardiac model, 
independently initiated

a project to 
develop an 
organotypic heart 
model;

resulting in a 
Nature publication 
and widespread 
adoption of the 
new technique, 
which has 
advanced 
cardiotoxicity 
throughput testing 
by 500%

developed novel 
scaffolding materials and 
perfusion methodologies 
to support active cardiac 
slices

Problem-
Solving
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As co-chair of a 19-
member symposium 
committee serving ~400 
attendees,

streamlined 
communication 
flow amongst the 
group by

thus increasing 
team motivation 
as evidenced by 
reaching planning 
milestones 3 
months ahead of 
schedule

creating online, group accessible 
& editable documentation; 
regularly kept the team abreast 
of planning progress and 
organized teambuilding activities

Communication
& Leadership
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As chair of the Brody 
Graduate Association 
Fundraising Committee, 
collaborated with a team 
of 11 and initiated

new approaches 
to increase 
participation in 
fundraising 
events;

resulting in our 
organization 
collecting 80% 
more funds than 
last year for 
donation to the 
American Heart 
Association

designed a new 
promotional marketing 
campaign and diversified 
the number and types of 
events

Leadership
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In response to a need to 
save laboratory funds, 
independently initiated

a project to 
consolidate, 
inventory, and 
organize all 
laboratory 
reagents;

thus decreasing 
laboratory waste 
and duplicate 
orders by 35%, 
and saving $3700 
within the first 
year of 
implementation

collaborated to identify all 
reagents, developed a 
database, and stored 
them centrally and 
alphabetically

Leadership
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Demonstrated strategic 
judgement and foresight

by recognizing 
the power of 
predictive 
toxicological 
modeling;

resulting in 
adoption of a new 
national standard 
for toxicological 
screening

developed new mathematical 
models to account for the effects 
of toxicant mixtures

Strategic 
Thinking





+
Activity: Write 1-2 STARS
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Situation

Task

Action

Result

Describe the situation or 
provide some background 
on your achievement.  
Why did you do it?  Why is 
it important? Responding 
to what problem?

In responding to the 
situation, what task did 
you decide to carry out?

In carrying out the tasks, 
what were some of the 
specific actions you 
took?  Elaborate on 
processes, procedures, 
and methods.

Who benefitted and how? 
What was the impact? 
What were the key 
deliverables, measures, or 
standards?  What was 
your specific 
contribution?



+Principal Investigator: Cell-based 
Assay Development and Validation

SciMetrika, LLC
Research Triangle Park, NC



Step-by-Step Approach:

1:  ID 
Qualifications

2:  Pick Out 
Keywords

3:  Create 
Summary of 

Qualifications

4:  ID Duties/ 
Requirements

5:  Pick Out 
Keywords

6:  Determine
headings based 

on duties, 
experience, & 
discussions

7:  Layout 
resume outline 
with positions

8: Create bullets 
using STAR 
technique

9:  Use JobScan
to match resume 
with description



+

q A PhD in molecular biology, cell biology, 
pharmacology, molecular toxicology, or similar 
disciplines is required

q Experience in phenotypic assay development for 
medium or high-throughput screening is required.

q Experience with advanced cell culture models - 3D, 
multi-cell co-culture or organotypic systems is 
preferred, but not essential

q Hands-on experience with high content imaging 
and flow cytometry for high throughput cellular 
response readout

Qualifications



+

q Preferably > 5 years of working experience in 
development of cell-based assays and 
validation of screening systems

q Experience with project and personnel 
management

q Self-driven individual with strong organizational 
skills

q Excellent communication skills - both verbal 
and written

q Ability to work in a team environment and 
guide research to support overall company 
goals

Qualifications
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development of cell-based assays and 
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+

We are seeking a cellular/molecular biologist to 
lead research in the design, development, and 
validation of cell-based assays for the evaluation 
of toxicological endpoints relevant to safety 
science. The candidate will have a combination of 
experience in general molecular biology methods, 
culture methods for stem and/or primary cells, 
application of simple 2D or 3D cell models or 
more complex organotypic systems, and use of 
systems-based detection and measurement 
technologies (e.g. transcriptomics or high-content 
cellular imaging). 

Requirements/Job Duties



+

The successful candidate for this position has a 
doctoral degree in cell biology, genetics, 
molecular toxicology or a related field with 
significant background in cell and molecular 
biology. A demonstrated track record of managing 
multiple projects, supervising technical staff, and 
writing proposals for external research 
sponsorship is strongly preferred. Expertise in 
vitro alternatives for the following toxicity 
endpoints are of particular interest: primary 
hepatocyte culture and liver toxicity, 
developmental toxicity, endocrine disruption 
(thyroid, androgen), cardiac, brain and kidney 
toxicity.

Requirements/Job Duties
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+ What Are Some Headings & 
Subheadings Might You Use?

n LEADERSHIP/SUPERVISORY 
EXPERIENCE

n ASSAY DEVELOPMENT

n ORAL PRESENTATIONS

n SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

n TECHNICAL SKILLS

n GRANTSMANSHIP EXPERIENCE

n RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

n HONORS & AWARDS

n EDUCATION



Dara Wilson-Grant
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Step-by-Step Approach:

1:  ID 
Qualifications

2:  Pick Out 
Keywords

3:  Create 
Summary of 

Qualifications

4:  ID Duties/ 
Requirements

5:  Pick Out 
Keywords

6:  Determine
headings based 

on duties, 
experience, & 
discussions

7:  Layout 
resume outline 
with positions

8: Position your 
STARs

9:  Use JobScan
to match resume 
with description
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+Grantsmanship Experience

Move to HIGH 
Position on 
resume



+Technical Skills

Categorize by type and 
leave off extraneous



Step-by-Step Approach:

1:  ID 
Qualifications

2:  Pick Out 
Keywords

3:  Create 
Summary of 

Qualifications

4:  ID Duties/ 
Requirements

5:  Pick Out 
Keywords

6:  Determine
headings based 

on duties, 
experience, & 
discussions

7:  Layout 
resume outline 
with positions

8: Create bullets 
using STAR 
technique

9:  Use JobScan
to match resume 
with description



+ Added Resume ‘Check’















Revisit resume and 
change your word 

choices to better reflect 
job description

PROOF, PROOF, 
PROOF





Brief Cover Letter Overview

Closing

Interest in interviewing Follow-up Thank them

Middle Paragraphs

Why you are interested in 
the position/employer

What sets you apart & 
makes you a good fit for 
the position | value add

NOT lists, make it personal, 
pick specific examples

First Paragraph

Enthusiastic interest in the 
position How you found the job Basic information about 

yourself



Dear Dr. (Find Name of a Hiring Manager!),
n It is with great enthusiasm that I submit my application for the Principal Investigator:  Cell-

Based Assay Development and Validation (Job ID:  236447) position at SciMetrika.  I 
learned about this position from Dr. Jane Doe; after detailed discussions with Dr. Doe about the 
mission of SciMetrika, I am especially interested in joining your company. Currently, I am a 
graduate student in Dr. Excellent Scientist’s laboratory in the Department of Pharmacology and 
Toxicology at East Carolina University.

n I have extensive experience in molecular toxicology, and have had ongoing collaborations with 
scientists at SciMetrika, including Dr. Toxicologist.  I am very familiar with the mission of 
SciMetrika to improve human health, and am extremely impressed by the quality of your 
science and the breadth of clients that seek your services. My specialty in predictive toxicology 
assay development would be especially useful at SciMetrika, where my emphasis on advancing 
alternative in vitro methods of chemical toxicity testing using organotypic culture models 
(OCMs) could expand upon the consulting services that you offer. I am self-driven to excel in 
improving and developing research programs as demonstrated by how I developed and 
validated the first organotypic cardiac slice model resulting in a Nature publication. This work 
has increased the throughput capacity of cardiotoxicity assays by 500%, and has been widely 
adopted within the field.

n Aside from my technical expertise, I took a strong leadership role in the lab to ensure 
coordination of chemical inventory and ordering systems.  More specifically, I collaborated with 
the lab team to identify all reagents, develop a database, and store reagents centrally and 
alphabetically, thus decreasing waste and duplicate orders by 35% and saving $3700 within the 
first year of implementation. This also demonstrates my strong organizational skills, which are 
further evidenced by completing 8 peer-reviewed papers with the participation of technicians 
and students that I supervised. My diverse background in toxicology combined with my 
leadership experience would position me to begin immediately advancing SciMetrika’s mission.

n I look forward to continuing this conversation during an interview at your convenience.  I will 
contact you by X date to follow up on this application.  Please feel free to contact me at 
anytime, the best method is by email at john.doe@gmail.com.  Thank you for your 
consideration.



Make It Easy…

X



HOW?  

S
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+
Questions?



+
Additional Remarks

n If emailing = convert to PDF before sending!!

n GPA? List if 3 to 3.5+ (or, summa cum laude, cum laude, 

etc)

n References –mixed reviews…if decide to add, can limit 

the amount of space taken up

n Footers – name and page number                             

[Collins, T.R.L, Ph.D � page 2 of 3]



+Additional Remarks

n Font SIZE & TYPE is important!  (Standard Black Font, Arial, 
11-12pt)

n Make use of W H I T E  S P A C E, � bullets, ALL CAPS, Bold, 
underlining, & | section | divisions | to create visual 
interest/highlight key points

n Include a professional email name & phone number 
n cutie15@gmail.com = NO  
n tammy.collins@gmail.com = YES 

n Be Consistent! [all caps or bold headings, etc.]

n Avoid using 1st person (I, my)

n PROOF, PROOF, PROOF! [& get others to proof!]


